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Board of Directors

Orphaned
Baby Bobcat

Happy Spring! And here comes the heat, but at least it’s currently intermixed
with cool mornings and evenings. As long as the weather remains somewhat
dry, we’ll continue to see the pool deck project stay on schedule. At long
last, the cracked deteriorating concrete (it’s about 50 years old) has been
removed (thanks for all the patience during the jackhammering!), new drain
lines have been installed, and now the pavers are being placed around the
pool and spa. With the pool heater set to be replaced within the next couple
of weeks, we should be looking at a mid-May pool opening. We’re also
considering a mid-summer grand opening if the state opens up, as expected.
A couple of points regarding opening: We’re beginning to receive requests
for renting the clubhouse which we cannot act on until given the official word.
If we are required to open with even temporary pool occupancy restrictions,
we will be looking for you pool users to step up and act as monitors for
specific periods during the day. The ‘honor system’ used last year had…
challenges.

You Ought to Know…
Now What?
So. You retired and found yourself
with oodles of time. Maybe you are
filling that time with fulfilling and
creative hobbies and friends. Good
for you. Then again, maybe it’s tough
to figure out exactly what to fill it with?
TV? Eating? (Yikes!) But even so,
it’s your life. But remember the time
before retirement? Yes, it was work
and not always fun, but you had a
purpose. You were part of something
that mattered. And that’s what getting
involved with your HOA can do for
you. It can give you an opportunity to
exercise your talents, your skills, and
most important, your experience.
Some folks are happy just helping out
here and there, which is fine. It’s a
great way to get to know the people
who are helping out on committees or
serving on the board. Just getting
involved in our community is again a
chance to be a part of something that
matters.
To make a difference in your life and
that of your community, give the office
a call or stop by just to say hi.

Want to Lose Your Check?
It’s easy. Complete your assessment
fees check and then just slide it under
the office door. That way anyone! can
pick it up. Crazy as it sounds, some
residents still do exactly that. To help
keep checks from going missing and to
make life easier for our residents, a few
months ago the board installed a secure
drop box just outside the clubhouse
entry door. You don’t even have to
enter the clubhouse to safely drop off
your assessment check. The office is
not responsible for any check left
anywhere but in the drop box or handed
to a board member in the office.
Soldiering On
Despite the restrictions imposed by the
pandemic this past year, WSK has a few
unsung volunteers that rarely get
recognized: Pierce and Norma Box
have kept the library in great shape, Kris
Runkel still finds the time to organize the
puzzle selection, and Shelby Price
always keeps the outside bulletin board
up to date and looking great! Thanks
all!! Your work is much appreciated!
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2021 Volunteers
Activities
Sherry Tatar
951-536-4604

From the Treasurer
WSK HOA Financials as of

WSK HOA

April 30, 2021

Board Meeting

Audit Committee
Woody Smith
951-760-6133

Operating Account:
Reserve Checking:
Reserve Savings:

$ 57,546
$ 142,624
$ 134,472

Clubhouse Rental
Marsha Brinker
951-219-3691

Total Balance:

$ 334,642

Emergency Prep
Holly Martinez
559-816-0635
Library
Pierce & Norma Box
951-696-1070
Newsletter
Glenn Ingraham
951-642-2897

Senior Advocate
Shelby Price
951-461-7557
Streets/Infrastructure
Jim Francis
951-440-2215
Website
James Sebring
760-294-1122
Welcome Committee
Judy Raleigh
480-202-3009
Teri Quinn
541-788-8293
Holly Martinez
559-816-0635
Yard Maintenance Com.
Shirley Sebring
760-522-9262

Murrieta Senior Center
(951) 304-7275
Police (non-emergency)
(951) 304-2677
Waste Management
(trash bin replacement)

(714) 558-7761

Tuesday, May 18th
10:30 am

WSK 2020-21 Streets Project – Jim Francis
Notes from Your Streets (Colina, Arboleda, Escarpado, etc.)
There is no change in the status of the WSK 2020-21 Street Maintenance Project – it is
still delayed, but we’re expecting to start sometime in June - maybe! The project plan
is: Phase 1 will be one day of patch repair on La Colina & clubhouse parking lot. Phase 2
(30 to 45 days later) will begin seal-coating to 90% of our streets - spread out over three
to four days.
Affected streets include: Via La Colina, Via Del Largo, Via Arboleda, Calle Calusa, Via
Escarpado, Via La Paloma, and WSK Clubhouse Parking Lot.
See the map in the April newsletter for how you may be affected. Specific scheduling
details will be passed along to you via the June Newsletter and a flyer when we get closer
to the actual work. Keep watch for street signs and a flyer in your tube.
Call me if you have questions: 951-440-2215

Yard Maintenance Committee (YMC) – Shirley Sebring
As promised, the YMC conducted a community yard review on April 5th. It was
a pleasure to see so many well maintained yards! While making the rounds,
we were glad to get the chance to speak with and get to know many of our
residents. We were also happy to see so many residents (or their gardeners)
out working in the yards. The YMC is happy to report that as a result of the review, we
delivered many Thank You notes to residents for the Great Job they have done in Yard
Maintenance. We did have to deliver a few notes regarding pesky weeds that needed
attention. And sadly, there were also a few homes that required us to send ‘First Notice
of Violation’ letters for yard conditions that went beyond ‘pesky weeds’. Less than one
dozen of these letters had to be sent, which is amazing considering that we have over
200 properties!
I want to thank those residents who called me to "communicate" their yard situations!
Most wanted gardener contact numbers. Hopefully, they were successful in reaching
them. Also, many called to follow-up on the "gentle reminder" notes they had received.
This month we plan to make our rounds the first week in May, after which we will send
out only the First Notice of Violation (where needed). Anyone who received a First
Notice last month and either did not correct the situation or did not contact us with a
reason why this was not done, will receive a Second Notice which means that the matter
is then turned over to the Board for further action.
Lastly, I need your help with a problem. Some of our residents are physically incapable
of pulling weeds and they are having a hard time finding a gardener that will do it.
Please let me know if you have a gardener that removes weeds or if you would like to
volunteer to help these neighbors in-need during this weedy time of the year.
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Architectural Director – Rick Martinez
The Flock camera system helps us manage WSK safety by recording an image
of every vehicle as it enters the Knolls, from either gate (see photo at left). If a
crime is committed in our community, the Flock system can be used to search
for and identify suspect vehicles. We enter as much information as we have on
the vehicle, as well as the time and date of the crime. But without your help, the system
cannot distinguish between resident and non-resident vehicles. Which is why it is important to register your
vehicles in the Flock system which will place them on the ‘safe list’. Resident vehicles listed on the safe list greatly
helps investigators narrow down suspects by eliminating safe-listed vehicles. Registering your vehicles in the
system is not required, but it is encouraged. Consider that during the period of March 27-April 25, 2021, our
Flock cameras recorded over 53,000 license plates. Searching through that many records is made much easier if
the system can sort out the safe-listed vehicles from the rest.
To register your vehicle(s), jot down your full name, your email, and the license plate number(s) and make &
model of the vehicle(s) you would like to register. Then address your info to Rick Martinez, Safety Awareness
Committee-Chair, and drop it off at the clubhouse drop-box at the entrance, or drop it at the clubhouse office any
Friday morning between 9-12.
Some historical facts: Cobb County, Georgia reports that crime is down by 60% since installing multiple cameras
in one of their neighborhoods and they give all the credit to this technology. In a story reported by Fox5 News
they say, “Flock Safety says their scanners placed along the road are capturing license plates and letting Cobb
County police known in real-time if cars are stolen, or if someone with a known criminal history is in the area.”
(Fox5 Atlanta, by Laura Neal, 11.1.2019). As you can see, using technology - in our case the Flock Safety System can help us mitigate crime and make our community safer.
We, as your WSK Board, will continue to work with our local police department and our sister HOAs to take the
steps necessary to keep us all safe. Please consider registering your vehicles, thank you.

Welcome Committee
- Judy Raleigh, Terry Quinn, Holly Martinez

This month, we would like to welcome our new residents to
Warm Spring Knolls: Armondo Garibey and Graciela Nava
De Perez on Via Donoso, Mary Stokey on Via La Colina, and
Helen Flores on Playa del Rey. We hope they are settling in
and we look forward to getting to know them.
Judy Raleigh

Dancing Days are Coming! - Marsha Brinker
It’s coming. I can feel it! The music and ladies on
the move! Keep your eye on the June newsletter
for more info. Until we Dance Again…

Critters R Us
Got a snake or other critter? Don’t
kill it! Just keep an eye on it from
a distance and call or text:

Henry

Glenn

951-202-1130

951-642-2897

We’ll relocate it to a safe
place - FREE
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Senior Advocate – Shelby Price

Emergency Prep – Holly Martinez

Happiness tricks you can try.
One of the easiest ways to feel more confident & more
upbeat is to perk up your look by wearing a bright color.
We tend to link vivid primary colors with happiness,
excitement & hope.
Turn a negative into a positive. Visualize an event that is
bothering you from a perspective of a fly on the wall.
Could I have avoided the situation entirely? What could I
have done differently? This helps you reinterpret the
event with insight & closure
Deepen your present connections. Identify a person you
would like to connect with more deeply. Act by texting,
calling, or sending a card or if you already see this person
occasionally, make it more often.
Worried? Think about an event in the past & realize that
feelings aren’t permanent & things did change which
allows for the possibility of hope.
Use a lucky charm. If you do your best work when you
wear a certain pair of “lucky” socks, then wear them.
Stressed? The body’s fight-or-flight response invariably
kicks in. How you interpret it makes the difference.
Adopt the view ‘This is a good thing, this is adrenaline. I
am going to win over this thing’.
One of the best things you can do to make everyone
happier is to share your thankfulness. Text or email lists
of positive experiences or write a letter to a someone
who was kind to you.

As we enter into hotter temperatures,
we unfortunately enter into wildfire
season. While there is always the risk
for wildfires, California's high prone
season ranges from May through
October with the highest prone months between June
through August. The best way to prepare is basic
preventative measures for your home. These include,
removing debris (weeds, high grass, etc.) around
your home, landscape with fire resistant plants &
materials, and clear debris from rooftops and
gutters. Also, prepare a basic evacuation kit for you,
your family, and your pets. The kit should include 3
days of supplies, 1 month supply of medication(s),
masks (help with smoke inhalation), water, nonperishable snacks, basic first aid supplies, cell phone
with charger(s), and any important documents. For an
excellent informational source please visit: Wildfire
Safety American Red Cross at www.redcross.org

As a child I thought ‘Nap Time’ was a
punishment. Now at my age, it feels like a
small, but very necessary, vacation.
I didn’t
make it to
the gym
today. That
makes five
years in a
row…
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WSK Health & Outdoor Notes
- by Henry

I have been trying for months to catch a gopher that has wreaked havoc on some of the
plants in the community garden on Via La Colina. A few weeks ago, the gopher was finally
caught and I don't have to deal with him again. I had tried three types of gopher traps over
the past few months and none of them worked. So how do I know he's been caught? Beware, the answer is not for
the faint of heart! Okay. I found his head just below the tree where Olive and Ozzy the owls have been using a nest
box to raise their baby. I am very glad the gopher died a natural way and that it supplied food to one of our pest
control families that work for our community on a nightly basis. Thank you, Olive and Ozzy!
A reminder: Do Not use rat poison. It often kills beneficial animals and pets that ingest the dead rat. One of the
main foods of owls, hawks, coyotes, bobcats, and gopher snakes are the rats and mice that live in our community.
Don’t forget that dogs and cats will usually not hesitate to feast on a dead rat.
A movie tip that could improve your health!
I recently watched a movie/documentary on Netflix produced by Arnold Schwarzeneggar, Jackie Chan, and James
Cameron. The movie focuses on improving your health and energy levels along with reducing the chances of heart
disease, cancer, obesity, and many other ailments. At our age as seniors, this movie is a must watch. It is very
entertaining and informative at the same time. A very eye opening movie about the myths we have grown up with
about the food we eat. The name of the movie is THE GAME CHANGERS.

Looking for a
Friend that will
Love you Always?
One waits just for you!
Call “Friends of the Valley” 951-506-5069
A Note on Street Parking: Our rules state that overnight
street parking is prohibited from 10 pm to 6 am unless a
permit has been obtained from an HOA Board Member.
Unfortunately, the welcome booklet erroneously states that
the off-street hours begins at 12 midnight… to be corrected.
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Other Stuff in WSK –

from the Editor

Recently, a pure white bird appeared in my tree. It looked exhausted and
stressed, yet oddly glad for human company. Henry came over to join me in
identifying it, then it actually flew onto my porch to be closer to us humans (and
safe from hawks!). Henry had a net and it was easily captured. After a few days
he found the perfect place for it: A home with another dove! We figured that
this poor dove – completely unequipped to live in the wild – was a survivor of a
“Release the Doves” event. Maybe some of those doves return to the safety of
their aviary of origin. Sure. Maybe some do.
To those with snake phobias: Sorry for all the snake
photos. But it is important that we are all aware of
the possibility of coming across one of these
beneficial critters. They’re masters of camouflage
and often when capturing one, Henry and I remark
on just how many of them we have walked past and
never known it. Remember that they want nothing
to do with us. They just want to be left alone to do
their job. And if you hear a rattle nearby, that’s a
good thing! It’s telling you it’s there and that you
should kindly remove yourself from its presence!.
So, please. Enjoy the day but keep your eyes open
and our phone numbers handy. If you do see a
snake, don’t disturb it unless you know what you’re
doing. Give one or both of us a call or text
(preferred) and we’ll safely and humanely relocate it.

A neighbor thought they
had a rattler on their
property, but up close, it
turned out to be a harmless
and friendly gopher snake.
These guys are superb
rodent catchers. Last time
this gal was seen she was
heading down a rodent
hole, looking for dinner.

Talk about mad-skills! Check
out this nest box built by Kris
Runkel on Via La Colina.
Handsomely made with a clever
eye to detail and functionality,
you gotta love the elegant
crafting of the inspection door
on the side of the box!

Not all the calls we get are for reptile removal.
Recently, Diana on Colina asked me to come see to an
endlessly crying baby bobcat! Momma bobcats do not
abandon their young for days at a time. The mother of
this little 4 week-old baby was likely the victim of
eating a rodent poisoned with rat bait. Nancy, Robyn,
and Josie helped me get some Kitten Formula in him,
and within a couple of days he was safely in the hands
of the experts at ‘Project Wildlife.’

Another neighbor made the right call. On the
left the young rattler is safely in the capture box.
On the right he is inspecting his new digs after
being safely released far from people.
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Scruffy – Interlude
The restlessness of the kittens deep in her womb, no longer as deep as she would like, were turning
urgency to find a safe den, into desperation. She turned her full attention to the search. The dry spring
this year shadowed an even drier summer to come. That knowledge hadn’t risen in her as thought but
as simple primal understanding: Expand your territory. Follow the prey. The intrinsic drive that had enabled her
to live a full and fulfilling life through many springs and summers; hunting prey, surviving the dangerous ritual of
seeking a mate during the cold months, and then finding a safe shelter to rear her litters of kittens, had driven her
here. Here. The one place she didn’t want to be, at least not now when the drive to birth this year’s litter was so
quickly upon her.
The plentiful prey of last year - the sleek rats and scurrying mice – had thinned then evaporated with the last
sparse rains of winter. So, quiet and careful as always, she had moved on to hunt where her prey still ran and
bred. Clever, strong, quick, and sure, she travelled where she wanted and feared little. Except here. This place
where humans lived. As long as the scent of them and their things filled her mind, a cold penetrating chill hung on
her like wet fur that she couldn’t shake dry. She wanted to run back into the wilds to find a safe den, but the
kittens and her body demanded birth. Now. So, she searched. Then, finding a place that smelled of dust and
disuse, she entered and crept into the enclosed place, behind a rarely used human dwelling. Passing under a
tumble of undisturbed debris into a small open area, she circled in place brushing at the surface to clean it with
her heavy paws. Then she lay down heavily on her side and relaxed, allowing the insistent sharp cramps, familiar
and somehow a relief, begin.
She easily had enough milk for the newborn kits. And in a few short weeks the helpless fuzzy babies grew, taking
on the strengths and piercing alertness needed to survive in the wild. And, as always with a litter of 3 kittens, one
grew faster than the others. A born survivor that was the first to suckle when she returned from her hunts and
the one that delivered an almost satisfying pain to its mother’s teat while taking as much milk as quickly as it
could. That made the others demand more, which made her, the mother bobcat, have to hunt more often. When
she was in the den, the kits played. Furry bodies tumbling and tangling in mock ambush attacks. But when she
hunts, the kittens know to stay silent until her return, huddling in their den. Normally, she would have hidden the
kittens deep in a safe place in the wild. But this year they are in the world of humans and of human things. That
knowledge leaves her with a constant irritating anxiety. And when she hunts, anxiety can distract her just when
she needs to be most careful. Like most survivors in the wild, she has always been cautious to eat only those
things that her mother, and then her experiences since then, taught her are safe. At its best, that means live
things that are quick and healthy. But this night, she is scared. And in a hurry. And after two days of unsuccessful
hunting, she knows that if she doesn’t eat soon her milk could stop coming, which would mean death for her
quickly growing voracious kittens. She pauses in her stealthy hunt, catching rat scent. Carefully following the trail,
she enters the dark space under a large bush and sees the fat rat trundling awkwardly towards the other side. She
readies to pounce. An alarm sounds faintly in her head. An alarm that tries in vain to get her to consider the
meaning of the un-ratlike gait she is seeing. But the voice of her empty belly is louder. Desperate and buzzing
with anxiety and fear in this place of humans, she leaps on the rat, devouring it before she can second guess
herself. That night after her kittens had suckled, she drowses, and feels the first hint of nausea. Then little shards
of lightening flicker in her belly… and grow. She knows she has made a terrible mistake.

Scruffy Says… “The will to survive”
I had kept vigil for the mysterious neighborhood visitor for more nights than I cared to admit. My tail drooped at
the thought of watching for even one more wasted night. Time for action. In the earliest of the morning, the glow
in the sky still just a hint of the day to come, I headed out to find and face whatever was out there. I slipped under
the fence and scampered through yards and past houses to the place I had last caught the strong wild scent. And
there it was. The same, but weaker and… different than I remembered. As if the original musky odor was now old
and fading, while at the same time intertwined with another similar scent. Similar but… younger? I sat down,
confused. Then I heard it, and I realized that I’d been hearing that sound very faintly for at least two days. Now it
was stronger and clear. I must be close. The sound was a kind of insistent mewling. The repeated cries of
something desperate and terrified. I crept forward, following the sound. (to be continued…)

Facilities Update – Nancy Misko

